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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Richmond Division

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )
)

v. )   CRIMINAL NO. 3:03CR______
)

JOSHUA CARDINE, )
a/k/a/ ”Josh”, )

)
and, )

)
KENNETH BERLIN, )  

a/k/a “Keg”, )
)

Defendants. )  

INDICTMENT

NOVEMBER 2003 TERM - At Richmond

THE GRAND JURY CHARGES that:

COUNT ONE
(Conspiracy)

Beginning in or about 1994, and continuing until through at least January, 2000, in the

Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere and within the jurisdiction of this Court, defendants

JOSHUA CARDINE, a.k.a. “Josh,” and KENNETH BERLIN, a.k.a. “Keg,” did knowingly and

unlawfully combine, conspire, confederate, and agree among themselves and with others known

and unknown to the Grand Jury to commit offenses against the United States of America, namely

to: 

1.  Obtain and use the property of another which has a value of $10,000 or more in

connection with the marketing of livestock in interstate commerce with the intent to deprive the
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other of a right to the property and benefit of the property, and to appropriate the property to

defendants’ own use and the use of another, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 667;

2.  Having devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and to obtain

money and property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises,

and for the purpose of executing such scheme and artifice, and attempting to do so, knowingly

and willfully placed and caused to be placed in a Post Office and the authorized depository for

mail an item, matter, and thing to be sent and delivered by the United States Postal Service,

according to the directions thereon, as set forth below, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341; 

3.  Having devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and to obtain

money and property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises,

and for the purpose of executing such scheme and artifice, and attempting to do so, transmitted

and caused to be transmitted in interstate commerce, by means of a wire communication, certain

signs, signals, and sounds, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, § 1343; and 

4.  To transport, transmit, and transfer in interstate commerce money of the value of

$5,000 or more, knowing the same to have been converted and taken by fraud in violation of 18

U.S.C. § 2314.

 The primary purpose of the conspiracy was to make money by obtaining horses on

consignment from owners for resale, keeping the sale proceeds, and falsely telling the owners the

horses had not sold or that they had sold for a lesser amount, as set forth herein. 

BACKGROUND

5.  From in or about April 1994 until on or about January 28, 2000, CARDINE and

BERLIN operated horse boarding and riding businesses as well as horse consignment/brokerage 
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services, out of various leased farms and stables in Virginia and Maryland, operating at times as

“Meadowbrook Manor Farms.” 

6.  CARDINE and BERLIN’s work often took them to out-of-state horse shows.  

WAYS, MANNER AND MEANS OF CONSPIRACY

The ways, manner, and means by which the conspirators carried out the purposes of the

conspiracy include, but are not limited to, the following:

7.  It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants would and did play different roles,

take upon themselves different tasks and participate in the affairs of the conspiracy through

various criminal acts. The defendants would and did make themselves and their services

available at various times throughout the conspiracy. The roles assumed by the defendants were

interchangeable at various times throughout the conspiracy.

8.  It was further a part of the said conspiracy that the defendants would and did use

various methods to conceal the conspiracy and their unlawful activities in order to ensure the

conspiracy's continuing existence and success, including “lulling” letters and telephone calls with

repeated false statements, representations, and excuses.

9.  It was further a part of the said conspiracy that defendants would and did commit, and

aid and abet in the commission of the aforesaid criminal offenses in violation of Title 18, United

States Code, Section 2.

10.  In reality, CARDINE and BERLIN systematically took possession of ponies and

horses to sell, sold them without notifying their owners, and pocketed the sales price in full.  In

some instances, they notified the owners that their horses had been sold, but under-represented

the sales price by thousands of dollars, keeping the difference for themselves.
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OVERT ACTS

In furtherance of the conspiracy, the defendant and co-conspirators committed the

following acts in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere:

LLANDEFALLE RADIANCE (1996)

11.  In August 1996, “V. & M. S.,” who at that time resided in the Eastern District of

Virginia, asked BERLIN to help them sell a pony named “Llandefalle Radiance.”  BERLIN

subsequently sold the pony for $10,000.  However, BERLIN concealed the sale, and did not give

“V. & M. S.” the proceeds to which they were entitled from the sale.

12.  In or about late 1996, in an attempt to settle his outstanding debt to “V. & M. S.,”

BERLIN signed over one of his ponies, “Cover Girl,” and provided room and board for the “V.

& M. S.’s” ponies, and free riding lessons for their daughter, as payment. 

COVER GIRL (1996-2000)

13. Thereafter, “V. & M. S.” boarded “Cover Girl” with BERLIN in the Chesapeake,

Virginia and Baltimore, Maryland areas, so that he could train the horse for future sale.  In

exchange, “V. & M. S.” agreed to give BERLIN a commission from the sale once the horse was

sold.  After a period of time, when “V. & M.S.” contacted BERLIN to inquire about the status of

“Cover Girl’s” training, BERLIN falsely told them that the horse was not yet ready to sell.  

14.  Thereafter, “V. & M.S.” mailed CARDINE and BERLIN a letter in Baltimore,

Maryland, asking them to return "Cover Girl" and two other horses they were boarding. 

CARDINE and BERLIN did not respond to that letter or the more formal demand note “V. &

M.S.” later sent.  

15.  “V. & M.S.” finally received a telephone call from CARDINE and BERLIN once

they had returned to Virginia and were working out of a farm in Powhatan, Virginia.  CARDINE

and BERLIN falsely advised “V. & M.S.” that the horse had not yet sold.
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16.  In fact, CARDINE and BERLIN sold “Cover Girl” for $5,500.00 to “W.” on or about

March 14, 1999, during a Gulfport, Mississippi horse show.  

17.  Because the sale of “Cover Girl” was concealed from “V. & M.S.,” CARDINE and

BERLIN were unable to provide the buyer “W.” with the horse’s official papers which are

necessary to transfer title to the horse.  The ownership papers are valued at the purchase price of

the livestock.

18.  Thereafter, on three different occasions, “W.” in Alabama, telephoned CARDINE

and BERLIN at their Maryland telephone numbers.  In each telephone conversation, CARDINE

and BERLIN gave “W.” various false excuses, statements, and assurances regarding the “Cover

Girl” ownership papers.

19.  “W.” never received the papers from either CARDINE or BERLIN, and was only

able to obtain them after tracing the pony back to “V. & M.S.” who agreed to forward the

paperwork.

DOLL

20.  In 1996,  “K.,” who at that time resided in the Eastern District of Virginia, gave

BERLIN a female pony named "Doll" to sell on consignment for a price range of $1,000 to

$1,500.  

21.  BERLIN thereafter transferred “Doll” to “V. & M.S.” without informing “K.”

22.  In or about 2000, “K.” learned that BERLIN had sold the pony to “V. & M.S.,” but

had not given her any of the proceeds from the sale.  “K.” called “V. & M.S.” and demanded that

they return her pony, or pay her what she was owed.  “V. & M.S.” informed “K.” that they had

traded another horse as payment for “Doll.”  
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23.  Shortly thereafter, “K.” retrieved “Doll” from “V. & M.S.’s” estate.  The following

day, CARDINE contacted “K.” and asked her to return the pony to “V. & M.S.”  “K.” responded

that she would only return the pony once she had been paid.  Later that afternoon, CARDINE

visited “K.” and paid her $1,000 in cash for the pony.

NEXT KID (1997-1999)

24.  On or about March 31, 1997, “V. & M.S.,” who at that time resided in the Eastern

District of Virginia, purchased a pony named “Next Kid” from BERLIN for $7,500.  “V. &

M.S.” stabled "Next Kid" on BERLIN’s property at Bridgepoint Trail, Suffolk, Virginia.

25.  By mid-1998, “V. & M.S.’s” daughter had outgrown the pony and “V. & M.S.”

offered the pony to CARDINE and BERLIN to sell on consignment. 

26.  CARDINE and BERLIN appraised the pony at $10,000, and entered into a verbal

contract with “V. & M.S.,” agreeing to travel with and show the pony in an attempt to sell it, in

exchange for a portion of the proceeds.

27.  In or about the Fall of 1998, BERLIN falsely told “V. & M.S.” that he had found a

buyer who was willing to purchase "Next Kid" for $8,000.  “V. & M.S.” agreed to the $8,000

purchase price.  CARDINE and BERLIN falsely told “V. & M.S.” that the horse was being

purchased for a child whose parents were paying one-half of the purchase price while the

grandparents were paying the other half, and asked “V. & M.S.” if they minded receiving two

$4,000 checks as payment for “Next Kid.”  “V. & M.S.” agreed to the proposed two-check plan;

however, they only received one $4,000 check from “Meadowbrook Manor Farms”.

28.  In fact, in or about July 1998, CARDINE and BERLIN had actually sold “Next Kid”
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to “D.P.” in Ellicott City, Maryland, for $20,000, concealed that sale, and fraudulently retained

the $16,000 in sale proceeds above the amount paid to “V. & M.S.” 

29.  Thereafter, “D.P.’s” daughter also outgrew “Next Kid.”  “D.P.” asked CARDINE and

BERLIN to sell “Next Kid” on consignment.  Initially, CARDINE and BERLIN told “D.P.” they

were asking $40,000 for the pony, which “D.P.” thought was too high. 

30.  After a time when the pony did not sell, CARDINE and BERLIN told “D.P.” they

could sell “Next Kid” for $30,000; however they later informed “D.P.” that the buyer had backed

out.  When “D.P.” told CARDINE and BERLIN that she wanted the pony back, CARDINE and

BERLIN refused to return “Next Kid.”  Subsequently, “D.P.’s” friend retrieved the pony for

“D.P.” from the stable while CARDINE and BERLIN were away.

RAINBEAU’S NORTHERN BELL (1997-1999)

31.  In September of 1998, “D.H.,” who was at that time a resident of the Eastern District

of Virginia, contacted CARDINE in Maryland and informed him that she had a pony she wished

to sell named “Rainbeau's Northen Bell.”  

32.  CARDINE agreed to sell “Rainbeau's Northen Bell” for at least $15,000, for a

commission of 10 percent of the sale price and reimbursement for any expenses incurred while

selling the horse. “D.H.” made it very clear that she did not want CARDINE to sell “Rainbeau's

Northen Bell” for less than $15,000. 

33.  In November of 1998, CARDINE and BERLIN came to Virginia, picked up

“Rainbeau's Northen Bell” from the Pleasant Ridge Stable in Virginia Beach, Virginia where he

was being stabled, and took him to Maryland to try to sell him there. 
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34.  Over the next few months, “D.H.” and CARDINE exchanged numerous telephone

calls between Chesapeake, Virginia and Catonsville, Maryland, concerning the sale of

“Rainbeau's Northen Bell.” 

35.  In January of 1999, CARDINE called “D.H.” and asked “D.H.” if he and BERLIN

could take “Rainbeau's Northen Bell” to a Gulfport, Mississippi horse show with them in

February - March of 1999 for possible sale, and requested $1,000 to pay the expenses of stall

rental for “Rainbeau's Northen Bell” in Gulfport. 

36.  “D.H.” told CARDINE she did not have the money for the stall rental, but would

reimburse him for any expenses he incurred concerning her horse while in Gulfport.

37.  CARDINE in Mississippi called “D.H.” in Virginia and told “D.H.” that some people

were interested in “Rainbeau's Northen Bell.”  

38.  In March of 1999, however, after CARDINE and BERLIN returned to Maryland,

they called “D.H.” in Virginia from Maryland and falsely informed her that, although there had

been some interest in “Rainbeau's Northen Bell,” the horse had not sold.

39.  In fact, CARDINE and BERLIN had sold “Rainbeau’s Northern Belle” at the

Mississippi show to “S.S.” for $28,000 and fraudulently concealed the sale and retained the sale

proceeds.

40.  At that time, CARDINE also told “D.H.” that if someone did not buy the horse, he

would like to purchase it.  “D.H.” then agreed to sell “Rainbeau's Northen Bell” to CARDINE for

$10,000.  Despite the agreement, CARDINE never paid “D.H.” for the horse.

41.  By 1999, CARDINE and BERLIN had relocated themselves and their horse business

to a horse farm in Chesterfield County, Virginia.  
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42.  During the Summer of 1999, “D.H.” and “D.H.’s” daughter visited the Chesterfield

County farm numerous times to check on “Rainbeau’s Northern Belle.”  Each time, CARDINE

and BERLIN, to conceal the earlier sale, gave them numerous false and fraudulent excuses,

statements, and representations to explain the horse’s absence from the farm.

43.  On or about October 23, 1999, “D.H.” went to the Chesterfield County Farm in an

attempt to collect the money owed to “D.H.” for “Rainbeau’s Northern Belle.”  BERLIN wrote

out a contract for the purchase and gave “D.H.” a check in the amount of $2,000, written on the

account of “Meadowbrook Manor Farm” at NationsBank, Maryland. When “D.H.” attempted to

cash the check shortly thereafter the check was returned for insufficient funds. 

44.  After the check "bounced," “D.H.” called CARDINE, who agreed to send “D.H.” a

cashier's check by overnight mail.  “D.H.” never received the promised cashier’s check from

CARDINE, and when “D.H.” attempted to telephone him, “D.H.” learned CARDINE and

BERLIN’s telephone line had been disconnected. 

45.  At about the same time that CARDINE gave her the fraudulent check, “D.H.” learned

that “Rainbeau’s Northern Belle” had actually been sold to “S.S.” for approximately $28,000

during the March, 1999 horse show in Gulfport, Mississippi.

46.  Shortly thereafter, “D.H.” obtained a warrant against BERLIN for issuing the

insufficient funds check.  On or about January 3, 2000, after “D.H.” had obtained the warrant for

BERLIN, CARDINE met “D.H.” at a restaurant in Chesapeake, Virginia and gave “D.H.” a

$10,000 cashier's check. 

47.  “S.S.” paid CARDINE and BERLIN for “Rainbeau’s Northern Belle” by initially

mailing them a personal check for $14,000.00 as a down payment, followed by several
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installment checks.  Beginning with the fourth payment, CARDINE requested that the

installment payments be by interstate wire transfers through SouthTrust Bank, Birmingham,

Alabama to CARDINE and BERLIN’s “Meadowbrook Manor” account at a Richmond, Virginia

bank.  Between May 18, 1999 and November 17, 1999, “S.S.” made eleven payments totaling

$14,350.00.

MERCI BEAUCOUP (1999)

48.  In mid-1999, “S.S.” asked CARDINE to sell a pony for “S.S.” named "Merci

Beaucoup." 

49.  CARDINE agreed, and in a follow up telephone conversation asked “S.S.” to bring

the pony to the August 1999 AHAS National Pony Hunter Championships in Culpeper, Virginia. 

50.  “S.S.” took the pony to the show and gave the pony to CARDINE along with the

horse's pony card, a copy of its health certificate, original coggins papers, Virginia bred papers,

and Welsh Pony papers.  “S.S.” advised CARDINE that she wanted at least $10,000.00 from the

sale of the pony, but that CARDINE could keep any additional proceeds from the sale. 

CARDINE agreed with the arrangement.

51.  Between late August 1999, through in or about December 1999, “S.S.” telephoned

CARDINE numerous times to ask how "Merci Beaucoup" was doing.  In each of these telephone

conversations, CARDINE falsely and fraudulently advised “S.S.” that the pony was fine and was

still stabled at their farm in Powhatan County, Virginia.

52.  In reality, CARDINE and BERLIN had actually sold “Merci Beaucoup” in

September of 1999 to “E.M.” for $6,000.
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53. BERLIN had falsely told “E.M.” that “S.S.” had given CARDINE and BERLIN the

pony as a goodwill gesture to satisfy a debt “S.S.” owed them.

54.  BERLIN initially offered “Merci Beaucoup” for $5,000.  However, when “E.M.”

went to the Powhatan County Farm, BERLIN informed “E.M.” that the cost of the pony was

$6,000, despite the verbal agreement for the lower price.  Because “E.M.’s” daughter had already

seen and liked the pony, “E.M.” purchased the pony for $6,000, paying by personal check.

55.  The following day, CARDINE and BERLIN delivered “Merci Beaucoup” to

“E.M.’s” farm in Waverly, Virginia.  To encourage the sale, BERLIN had falsely told “E.M.”

that “Merci Beaucoup” was gentle and settled.  During the first two days “Merci Beaucoup” was

in “E.M.’s” possession, the pony "spooked," and reacted in dangerous manners, several times

while “E.M.” was riding it, once while “E.M.’s” daughter was riding, and on one occasion,

actually jumped out of the riding ring.  “E.M.” called BERLIN to complain about the dangerous

behavior of the pony, and BERLIN knowingly and falsely responded that he had never seen the

horse "spook," and insisted that it was a safe horse to ride. 

56.  “E.M.” became very concerned about “Merci Beaucoup” and wanted to sell the pony. 

When “E.M.” attempted to call BERLIN to obtain more information about the pony, however,

BERLIN stopped returning “E.M.’s” phone calls.  “E.M.” never received ownership papers from

BERLIN for the pony, and despite “E.M.’s” repeated attempts to call CARDINE and BERLIN in

Powhatan, she was not able to reach them, ultimately finding that the telephone was

disconnected.

57.  In December 1999, “S.S.” learned that her pony "Merci Beaucoup" had been sold. 

“S.S.” and her husband placed several telephone calls from Northport, Alabama, to CARDINE
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and BERLIN in Powhatan, Virginia, and asked about "Merci Beaucoup."  On one occasion,

CARDINE and BERLIN advised them that someone was trying out the pony, but that the pony

had not been sold yet.  

58.  “S.S.’s” husband demanded his money from CARDIN and BERLIN and told them to

either send $10,000.00 from the sale of the pony, or return the pony. 

59.  Only in late December 1999 did BERLIN tell “S.S.” that he and CARDINE had sold

the pony for $6,000.00 and they would be sending the “S.S.” $3,000.00.  CARDINE and

BERLIN did not tell them the sale had been three months earlier.

STEINWAY (Dec. 1998-1999)

60.  In December of 1998, CARDINE and BERLIN called “S.V.C.” and told her that they

had some people interested in purchasing her pony “Steinway.”  “S.V.C.” told CARDINE and

BERLIN that they could sell the horse, but that she needed to make at least $8,500 on the sale

and that CARDINE and BERLIN could keep any remaining profit.  

61.  In December of 1998, “V.D.C.” took the pony to Maryland from Virginia and gave it

to CARDINE and BERLIN to sell.  

62.  After a period of time, “S.V.C.” inquired about her horse and was falsely and

fraudulently told by CARDINE and BERLIN that the horse was not yet sold. “S.V.C.” wanted

the pony back, but CARDINE and BERLIN would not return the pony, saying that they would

sell it at any time. 

63.  In fact, CARDINE and BERLIN had sold “Steinway” for $4,200.
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64.  In or about March, 1999, because CARDINE and BERLIN would not return her

horse, “S.V.C.” filed a stolen pony report with Maryland law enforcement authorities. 

65.  “S.V.C.” later filed a civil matter in Maryland against CARDINE and BERLIN

concerning the sale of Steinway and received a favorable judgement for $2,805.  

66.  During this time, she received numerous telephone calls from CARDINE and

BERLIN threatening to kill “S.V.C.” and her daughter.  

67.  Eventually CARDINE and BERLIN paid “S.V.C.” the amount she was owed from

the civil suit, approximately $2,805.

(All in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371).

 
COUNTS TWO - EIGHT

(Mail Fraud)

68.  The allegations set forth in Count One are hereby incorporated and realleged by

reference.

69.  On or about the dates set forth below, in the Eastern District of Virginia, and

elsewhere and within the jurisdiction of this Court, defendants CARDINE and BERLIN devised

and intending to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud, and to obtain money and property from

various individuals by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, to

wit, telling horse owners that their horses had not yet sold, or had sold for amounts less than the

actual sales prices in order to convert the remaining profits to their own use, and for the purpose

of executing such scheme and artifice to defraud, and attempting to do so, knowingly and

willfully placed and caused to be placed in a Post Office and the authorized depository for mail 
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an item, matter, and thing to be sent and delivered by the United States Postal Service, according

to the directions thereon, and did aid and abet such conduct as follows:

COUNT DATE DESCRIPTION

2 1997 $1,000 mailed to “V. & M.S.” by
CARDINE and BERLIN as partial
payment of proceeds from sale of
“Cover Girl”

3 Fall 1998 $4,000 check sent by mail to “V. &
M.S.” as partial payment for their
horse, “Next Kid”

4 December 11, 1998 Demand Note mailed by “V. & M.S.”
to CARDINE and BERLIN
demanding the return of their horses

5 March 12, 1999 $14,000 check sent from “S.S.” to
CARDINE and BERLIN as initial
deposit payment for “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

6 March 18, 1999 $1,000.00 payment sent by “S.S.” to
CARDINE and BERLIN

7 March 25, 1999 $500.00 installment payment sent by
“S.S.” to CARDINE and BERLIN

8 Jun 9, 1999 $3,000.00 installment payment sent
by “S.S.” to CARDINE and BERLIN

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 2, 1341).

COUNTS NINE - SEVENTY
(Wire Fraud)

70.  The allegations contained in Counts One through Eight above are hereby realleged

and incorporated by reference.
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71.  On or about the dates set forth below, in the Eastern District of Virginia and

elsewhere, and within the jurisdiction of this Court, defendants CARDINE and BERLIN

knowingly and intentionally devised, and intended to devise, a scheme and artifice to defraud

various individuals, and for the purpose of executing, and in attempting to execute, the scheme

and artifice, did transmit and cause to be transmitted in interstate commerce, by means of a wire

communication, certain signs, signals, and sounds, that is, telephone calls and interstate

electronic fund transfer wire transmissions, and did aid and abet such conduct as follows:

Phone Calls:

COUNT DATE DESCRIPTION FROM TO

9 12/7/98 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

10 12/28/98 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H. 
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

11 1/5/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

12 1/25/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

13 2/26/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

14 4/20/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

15 5/11/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

16 5/12/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 336-4821

17 5/12/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 336-4821

18 5/13/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331
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19 5/24/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

20 5/24/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

21 6/4/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 336-4821

22 6/5/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 336-4821

23 6/18/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

24 6/21/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
Hanson
(410) 747-7331

25 6/21/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

26 6/22/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

27 6/22/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

28 6/22/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(410) 747-7331

29 6/23/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(443) 535-0308

30 6/29/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(443) 535-0308

31 7/9/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____ 

CARDINE
(443) 535-0308

32 7/18/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(443) 535-0308

33 12/15/99 Sale of “Rainbeau’s
Northern Bell”

D.H.
(757) ___-____

CARDINE
(770) 972-6847

34 8/16/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____
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35 8/17/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

36 8/17/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

37 8/17/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

38 8/19/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

39 8/19/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

40 8/21/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

41 8/24/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

42 8/28/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

43 8/30/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

44 9/1/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

45 9/1/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

46 9/1/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

47 9/1/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

48 9/1/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

49 9/2/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

50 9/6/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____
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51 9/8/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

52 9/10/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

53 9/19/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

54 9/20/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

55 9/20/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

56 9/29/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

57 9/30/99 Sale of “Merci
Beaucoup”

CARDINE
(804) 897-5792

S.S.
(205) ___-____

58 March
1999

Phone call from
CARDINE in
Maryland to “D.H.” in
Virginia informing her
that, despite a high
level of interest,
“Rainbeau’s Northern
Bell” had not been sold
in Mississippi

Maryland Virginia

59 Dec 1998
- March
1999

Multiple phone calls
from “S.V.C.” to
CARDINE and
BERLIN inquiring on
status of sale of
“Steinway”

Virginia Maryland

60 March
1999

Phone calls from
CARDINE and
BERLIN to “S.V.C.”
threatening to kill her
and her daughter
during civil lawsuit

Maryland Virginia
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61 March -
May 1999

Multiple telephone
calls from “W.” in
Alabama to CARDINE
and BERLIN in
Maryland attempting to
get “Cover Girl’s”
papers

Alabama Maryland

Electronic fund transfers by interstate wire:

COUNT DATE AMOUNT FROM TO DESCRIPTION

62 7/26/99 $1,000.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout 
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

63 7/27/99 $2,750.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank 
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout 
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

64 8/2/99 $3,250.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

65 9/1/99 $500.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

66 10/12/99 $250.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

67 11/3/99 $400.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank 
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”
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68 11/5/99 $1,000.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

69 11/15/99 $800.00 “S.S.”
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

70 11/17/99 $300.00 “S.S.”
Stonehedge
Southtrust
Bank
Alabama

Meadowbrook
Manor Accout
Richmond, VA

installment
payment for
“Rainbeau’s
Northern Belle”

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 2, 1343.)

COUNTS SEVENTY-ONE - SEVENTY-TWO
[Transportation Fraud]

72.  The allegations contained in Counts One through Seventy of the Indictment above

are hereby repeated, realleged and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein.

73.  On or about the following dates, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere,

and within the jurisdiction of the Court, defendants CARDINE and BERLIN unlawfully,

willfully and knowingly did transport and transfer and cause to be transported and transferred, in

interstate commerce money of a value of $5,000 or more, knowing the same to have been

converted and taken by fraud, as set forth below:

COUNT DATE DESCRIPTION

71 May 19, 1999 -
November 17, 1999

Eleven installment payments totaling $14,350.00
wired by “S.S.” in Alabama to CARDINE and
BERLIN’s bank account in Richmond as payment for
“Rainbeau’s Northern Bell” 
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72 March 1999 “W.” gives $5,500.00 check to CARDINE and
BERLIN at horse show in Gulfport, Mississippi as
payment for “Cover Girl.” CARDINE and BERLIN 
transport the check to Richmond, Virginia where they
deposit it into their Meadowbrook Manor Account at
Bank of America on March 22, 1999.

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 2 and 2314.)

COUNTS SEVENTY-THREE - SEVENTY-SIX
(Theft of Livestock)

74.  The allegations contained in Counts One through Seventy-Two above are hereby

realleged and incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein.

75.  On or about the following dates, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere,

and within the jurisdiction of this Court, defendants CARDINE and BERLIN did knowingly,

intentionally, and unlawfully obtain and use the property of another which had a value of $10,000

or more, in connection with the marketing of livestock in interstate and foreign commerce, with

the intent to deprive the other of a right to the property and a benefit of the property and did

appropriate the property to their own use and the use of another, and did aid and abet such

conduct as follows:

COUNT DATE DESCRIPTION

73 July 1999 BERLIN told “V. & M.S.” he sold their pony, “Next Kid”
for $8,000, when in fact, he actually sold the pony for
$20,000, and kept the remaining $12,000 profit to use for the
benefit of himself and CARDINE
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74 Feb 1999 CARDINE told “D.H.” he had not sold her pony 
“Rainbeau’s Northern Bell” when he had in fact, already
sold the pony for $28,000.  He agreed to purchase the pony
from “D.H.” for $10,000, but only actually paid her $2,000,
in a check that bounced, keeping the resulting $26,000 profit
to use for the benefit of himself and BERLIN

75 March 14,
1999

Converted horse “Cover Girl” valued greater than $10,000.  

76 Sept. 1999 Converted horse “Merci Boucoup,” valued greater than
$10,000. 

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, § 667.)

COUNT SEVENTY-SEVEN
(False Statements)

76. The allegations contained in Counts One through Seventy-Six of the Indictment

above are hereby repeated, realleged and incorporated by reference as though fully set forth

herein.

77.   On or about August 2, 2001, in the Eastern District of Virginia, and within the

jurisdiction of this Court, in a matter within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, a department of the United States, defendant BERLIN knowingly and willfully

made, and caused to be made false, fictitious, and fraudulent material statements and

representations, in that a Federal Bureau of Investigation agent interviewed defendant BERLIN

regarding his involvement with JOSHUA CARDINE and Meadowbrook Manor Farms in the

fraudulent sales of horses, and defendant BERLIN knowingly and falsely:

a. stated that he had turned over all of the primary responsibilities of the business to

CARDINE who was mainly responsible for selling the horses and dealing with customers and 
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that he was only in charge of feeding, grooming, and caring for the horses, when in truth and in

face he did sell horses and deal with customers; and

b.  denied having any knowledge of the fraudulent sales practices, blaming the entire

situation on CARDINE, when in truth and in fact he was fully aware of the fraudulent sales

practices;

knowing the aforesaid statements and misrepresentations to be false and fraudulent.  

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 2, 1001).

A TRUE BILL:

____________________
FOREPERSON

PAUL J. McNULTY
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By: ________________________________
S. David Schiller
Assistant United States Attorney
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